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SerieS editorial

The Design and implementation of Devices, Circuits, 
and Systems Series features original articles that cover 
a broad range of topics in technological advances of 

communication devices, circuits and systems. The Series 
continues to attract contributions from different industrial 
sectors including healthcare, automotive, energy, agriculture, 
smart manufacturing, consumer electronics, smart city, VR/
AR/hologram, drone and consumer electronics. Following 
the appearance in January, May and August, this December 
issue marks the growth of the Series that has increased the 
frequency from two issues in 2019 to four in 2020. While we 
welcome articles in any ICT application areas, prospective 
authors are strongly encouraged to discuss their intended 
contribution with any one of the Series Editors prior to sub-
mitting an article in order to ensure that the article will be 
appropriate for the Series.

The Series features articles that provide practical knowl-
edge to a broad range of audiences on the development 
and optimization of communication products and application 
solutions with an academically rigorous style and are also 
suitable for industry professionals. One of the key features 
of these articles is to conclude with the “Lessons learned,” 
which contains important lessons from the design and imple-
mentation process and the key takeaways.

In this December issue, three articles that cover timely 
topics across different areas of the design and implementa-
tion are featured.

The first article, entitled “Hardware Architecture Design 
and Implementation of Different Space Modulation Tech-
niques,” provides a methodological review on the appli-
cation of space modulation techniques in designing 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmitters. One 
of the primary focuses is on the challenges faced in com-
mercial deployment. Another key highlight of this article is 
addressing implementation and reliability issues in hardware 
development.

The second article, “Adaptable Switch: A Heterogeneous 
Switch Architecture for Network-Centric Computing,” high-
lights the design of a smart network interface card to relieve  

the processing workload of network switches with an adapt-
able switch. The design is optimized for offloading hard-
ware programmable processing while supporting processing 
throughput in the magnitude of Tb/s range.

This last article, “Integrated Millimeter-Wave Radars-
On-Chip Enabling Next-Generation Cyber-Physical Infra-
structures,” provides an insight into the implementation of 
millimeter-wave active sensing in a cyber-physical system 
environment. It focuses on the challenges in radar-on-chip 
design and proposes a system/block level solution for the 
implementation of 5G transmitters.
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